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Introduction

Comment #12 was submitted by author to D2.0 to address potential 
inconsistencies in amount of MPI penalty between 500m and 2km 
specifications
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Rejection of comment #12

During D2.0 comment resolution it was agreed to reject this comment 
because during discussion it appeared incomplete.
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Illustrative power budget in D2.0 Clause 124

For x00GBASE-DR4y the total penalty allocation is 3.5 dB, whereas for x00GBASE-DRy-2 it 
is 3.8 dB, the difference being an additional allocation of 0.3 dB. Additional MPI penalty 0.2 
dB and 0.1 dB DGD penalty. Thanks to Gary Nicholl identifying the DGD penalty allocation.

The allocation of 3.8 dB seems to have been taken from 100GBASE-FR1 in Clause 140.

While it makes sense to base x00GBASE-DRy=2 on 100GBASE-FR1, the channel discrete 
reflection conditions are different.
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x00GBASE-DRy versus 100GBASE-DR1 discrete reflectances

Previously it was agreed that the same maximum discrete reflectance applies to all 
x00GBASE-DRy (both 500m and 2km applications).

This maximum level is significantly higher for 100GBASE-FR1 and therefore the allocation of 
a higher MPI penalty (+0.2 dB) and DGD penalty (0.1 dB) is very appropriate for this case.

Considering that for all x00GBASE-DRy codes the maximum discrete reflectance in the 
channel is the same, the author suggests the TF to use the same allocation for MPI penalty.
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Recommendations

• In Table 124-8 change the allocation for penalties for 400GBASE-DR4-2 
and 800GBASE-DR8-2 from 3.8 dB to 3.6 dB.

• Further recommendations: split the “gain” of 0.2 dB over Tx and Rx power 
levels, thus decreasing Tx minimum OMA and / or increase the Rx 
sensitivity. How much? TBD and for discussion within the TF.

• Strawman proposal to allocate the “gain” to the receiver only:

• Increase Receiver sensitivity (OMAouter), each lane (max) by 0.2 dB from 
–4.5 dBm to –4.3 dBm and from –5.9 +TECQ dBm to –5.7 +TECQ dBm 
for both Receiver sensitivity values

• For those worried about inconsistency with 100GBASE-FR1, there is the 
choice for the implementers to follow the 100GBASE-FR1 specification 
while meeting the narrower budget at the same time.
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Details of proposed modifications

In Table 124-7, for 400GBASE-DR4-2 and 800GBASE-DR8-2, change to:

• Receiver sensitivity (OMAouter), each lane (max)

• For TECQ < 1.4 dB to “−4.3 dBm”

• For 1.4 dB ≤ TECQ ≤ 3.4 dB to “−5.7 + TECQ dBm”

• Stressed receiver sensitivity (OMAouter), each lane max

• To “−2.3 dBm”

In Table 124-8, for 400GBASE-DR4-2 and 800GBASE-DR8-2, change:

• Power budget (for max TDECQ) to “7.6 dB”.

• Allocation for penalties (for max TDECQ) to “3.6 dB”

Revise Figure 124–2b, Figure 124–2c, and Figure 124–2d accordingly, with 
editorial license.
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Thanks!


